NOTICE 45 of 2018

CIPC AFFECTED BY SOUTH AFRICAN POSTAL OFFICE SALARY DISPUTE PICKETING

Dear Valued Client,

The South African Post Office have reported a delay in their business operations due to incidents of work stoppages within their major as well as smaller sorting centres due to their salary dispute.

This is affecting CIPC business operations as no mail will be delivered from the post office and collected for dispatch to clients.

SAPO advises that no mail, including urgent mail, be dispatched until the situation has normalised and they anticipate a two week delay in their business operations.

We thus advise CIPC clients to make use of alternative means such as courier service and electronic means to dedicated email addresses in dispatching mail to CIPC. Visit www.cipc.co.za for more information on dedicated email addresses.

CIPC is monitoring the situation and investigating possible solutions to implement, should this be possible, if the situation persists.

We apologize for any inconvenience.

Yours sincerely,

Agv R Voller
Commissioner: CIPC
17/07/2018
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